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Lecture participants should:

Medical Expert
- Be able to describe normal cardiac anatomy
- Become informed about the sequential segmental analysis approach to cardiac malformations
- Learn about ways to correctly open a heart
- Become conversant with common congenital cardiac anomalies

Communicator
- Develop an approach to interpreting cardiac anomalies in relevant clinical contexts with a view to communicate with other members of the health care team (e.g. cardiologists, cardiac surgeons, cardiovascular nurses, etc)
Collaborator

- Appreciate the importance of interdepartmental consultations in the pathological diagnosis of pre- and postoperative features of cardiac anomalies

Manager

- Become appraised of the importance of quality assurance and quality control in interpreting pre- and postoperative findings in cardiac anomalies

Health Advocate

- Know to appreciate the impact of the pathological diagnosis of cardiac anomalies on the families of affected patients

Professional

- Become cognizant of when to seek expert consultation in cases of congenital cardiac anomalies

Scholar

- Be aware of expert sources of information on the interpretation of congenital cardiac anomalies